For our project, we chose to show the importance of using the archives at the Leslie Malpass Library when doing research. We used the archival research for a larger project in our English 482 Life Writing class. The archives were vital for our oral history reports because they allowed us to research important materials before we conducted interviews with people who attended the Lab School, or were involved in Western Organization of Women (WOW). We utilized the staff, as well as the materials, at the archives in order to be fully prepared to complete our oral history projects. Our poster presentation demonstrates how the archives were instrumental in leading us to key information for our projects. While we were at the archives, we looked through newspaper articles, documents pertaining to Western, and yearbooks, such as “The Sequel” and “The Epilogue”. The staff also supplied us with photographs taken throughout the years at the Lab School. All of these materials provided us with a larger understanding of the years that the Lab School, as well as WOW, were in existence. Without these resources, we would not have been able to uncover as much information about both the Lab School and WOW.